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Introduction 

Inter-‐hemispheric comparison of partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) in sea ice has
revealed that there is higher pCO2 in the Arctic Ocean compared to the Southern Ocean.
It has been suggested that such difference could be due to enhanced respiration in Arctic
sea ice, as a consequence of higher loading of riverine-‐derived particulate and dissolved
organic carbon (POC and DOC). In order to address this question, we performed an
experiment at the HSVA in which sea ice was formed in mesocosms filled with either
seawater or a mixture of seawater and DOC-‐rich river water. We expected that the ice
formed in the tanks with DOC-‐rich seawater would have higher CO2 content than that
formed from natural seawater.

The pCO2 in sea ice depends on the following parameters or processes:

1) The initial CO2 content in the water, as sea ice formed from the freezing of DOC-‐
poor and DOC-‐rich seawater can have different CO2 content.

2) The incorporation of CO2 into the ice and its rejection during ice-‐growth, due to
physical processes

3) After the entrapment, other processes can change the CO2 content within the ice
over its growth and decay

a. Biological production and consumption of CO2 through respiration and
photosynthesis respectively

b. Carbonate precipitation and dilution
c. CO2 concentration and dilution
d. Ice permeability and CO2 exchanges with the atmosphere and underlying

water. This will result in CO2 fluxes that could be measured.

Higher pCO2 can potentially result in enhanced air-‐ice CO2 fluxes. We thereafter
continuously monitored air-‐ice CO2 fluxes over both treatments to assess if DOC
enrichment promotes CO2 release to the atmosphere by growing sea ice.

During Interice V we established two series of mesocosms, clean 1.2 m3 experimental
bags, 1 series with north sea water and the other DOM-‐enriched by adding river water
collected from a northern Finnish river known to contain high amounts of DOM. At the
same time as measuring the CO2 dynamics in the system we also made detailed
investigations of the bacterial growth and activity in the mesocosms as well as the
chemical modifications to the DOM as it was incorporated into the ice.

Because the experiments were performed in low light conditions, we effectively
removed the primary producers (see 3 a above) and so no photosynthesis took place
within the experiment.



Methods

In total we had 21 polyethylene experimental 1.2 m3 bags. These were floated into the
test basin and filled in the following manner (also see image on front page of report):
11 – 1000 L of North Sea water (NS)
10 – 900 L NS + 100 L filtered river water (R).

All tanks had nitrogen and phosphorus added at concentrations that would mean that
inoganic N & P woulld not be limiting to bacterial growth during the experiment.

The salinity of the bags to which river water had been added was adjusted to North Sea
water values by adding aquarium standard salt.

The bags were arranged on a 4 by 5 grid within the tank. The extra NS bag (NS11) was
set up with the thermistor chain and CTD (for salinity and temperature measurements)
outside of the main grid as seen in the schematic below:

Experimental mesocosms prior to freezing & the schematic of how these were organised
in a random block design. “R = north Sea water + river water, NSW = North Sea Water only



Each bag was equipped with a PVC tubing in one corner (fixed on the floating frame) to
allow for water pressure equilibration during ice growth. These tubes were used each
day to clear ice. thereby releasing pressure. Attached to the tubing, a circulation pump
was be set up, with feeding wire running within and out of the tubing and with nozzle
pointing upwards to ensure mixing of the under-‐ice water throughout the experiment.

Continuous measurements were made of the following parameters:
1) Air, ice & under ice-‐water temperature with a thermistor chain in mesocosm 11
2) Salinity and temperature of under-‐ice water using a CTD in mesocosm 11
3) Oxygen content of under-‐ice water using an optode sensor in 4 mesocosms
4) Carbon dioxide fluxes into/out of the ice using a carbon dioxide sensor attached

to flux chambers

Additionally daily measurements were made of ice thickness throughout the
experimental part of the environmental basin.

At the start of the experiment (before freezing) and on 31-‐06-‐2012 and 01, 04, 06, 07, 13,
14,15 & 18-‐06-‐2012 experimental bags were sampled as per the schedule given in the
appendix. When ice was present it was sampled carefully to avoid brine drainage and
for the most part sampled in 2cm thickness horizons. Brine samples were also taken
from sackholes after the ice had become established. The ice samples were melted at
room temperature (care taken not to allow meltwater temperature to raise >0oC), before
subsequent sub-‐sampling for biogeochemical parameters. Additionally ice was sampled
for texture and gas content analyses using a Toepler pump extraction system as well as
High-‐resolution (5cm) O2, N2, Ar composition profiles using dry-‐extraction and gas
chromatography

From the bags the following samples for the following parameters (in addition to those
mentioned above) were measured:

Underice water:
Salinity & temperature
Dissolved oxygen
Inorganic nutrients (nitrate, nitrite, phosphate, silicate, ammonium)
Stable oxygen isotopes
Dissolved organic matter (DOC & DON)
Flourescense and absorption characteristics of dissolved organic matter
Bacterial abundance, activity and population structure
pCO2, alkalinity, methane and N2O

Ice:
Inorganic nutrients (nitrate, nitrite, phosphate, silicate, ammonium)
Stable oxygen isotopes
Dissolved organic matter (DOC & DON)
Fluorescense and absorption characteristics of dissolved organic matter
Bacterial abundance, activity and population structure
pCO2, alkalinity, methane and N2O samples were taken from brines.



The thermistor chain, CTD and optodes were deployed before freezing commenced on
30-‐05-‐2012 and continued to measure until the experiment was terminated on 18-‐06-‐
2012.

The flux chambers were installed once a stable ice cover had formed on 04-‐06-‐2012.
Prior to this one of the 3 chambers had been suspended over the growing ice sheet to
measure fluxes during the very first stages of ice formation (see below).

We are interpreting the gas incorporation and rejection processes during ice growth
through ice texture, argon concentration and total gas content in sea ice. We made thin
sections to characterize the ice texture. Ice texture reveals ice crystal structure and how
the crystals are aggregated together. It has been shown that ice texture is sensitive to
the physical conditions during ice growth (e.g. growth rate, turbulence). Different ice
texture implies different ice porosity, hence different potential for gas storage.

Argon (Ar) is an inert gas and has been recently used to describe the physical processes
(brine concentration or dilution, exchanges with the atmosphere or the underlying layer,
transport within sea ice, transfers between gaseous and dissolved pools) affecting gas
concentration within sea ice [Zhou et al., Subm.]. We will measure Ar concentration in
sea ice using gas chromatography.

Total gas analysis further helps in the interpretation of Ar content in the ice. Indeed,
large amount of Ar could be due to larger pores (e.g. related to sea ice texture) or
peculiar physical gas incorporation processes. The ratio of Ar to total gas content
(relative concentration) would be constant with depth in the first case, but variable in
the second.

1) Once the physical incorporation is well constrained through the study of Ar, we can
make a step further in the interpretation of CO2, which is affected by both physical
and biogeochemical processes. Biogeochemical processes include (a) the production
or consumption of CO2 through biological activity, (b) calcium carbonate precipitation
or dissolution, and (c) CO2 concentration and dilution

(a) We expect to determine the biological contribution to CO2 changes through the
measurements of O2/Ar in ice, and CH4 and N2O in brines. These parameters are
sensitive to algal and bacterial activities.

(b) We measured pCO2 in brines and will measure alkalinity in brines to determine the
effects of carbonate chemistry (carbonate precipitation or dilution) on the CO2 budget of
the ice.

(c) We also measured the temperature and salinity to assess brine concentration or
dilution processes.

(d) Ice temperature and salinity are two crucial parameters that also determine sea ice
permeability. Sea ice permeability constrains the transport of pCO2 within the ice,
and hence CO2 exchanges with the atmosphere and the water below.



During ice growth, sea ice permeability at its bottom allows brine convection. Such
convection could remove dissolved CO2. We will compute Rayleigh number, a proxy for
brine convection, to determine the importance of such process over sea ice growth and
decay. Rayleigh number is highly sensitive to temperature and salinity. Therefore, we
measured the temperatures of the ice blocks immediately after sampling, and we also
deployed a thermistor chain for continuous monitoring of the ice temperature at
different depths. For accurate salinity measurements, we tried to avoid brine (hence
salt) drainage by gravity during the extraction. We extracted and froze sea ice and the
underlying water as a whole; then we cut and kept the sea ice block afterwards.

Ice surface needs to be permeable to allow pCO2 equilibration between the ice and the
atmosphere. If such exchanges occur, it will result in CO2 fluxes. We measured these
fluxes using Licor Li8100 automated chambers normally employed for soil respiration
measurements. In parallel, we set up one automatic chamber above the surface prior to
seawater freezing. This allowed, for the first time, to capture air-‐ice CO2 fluxes during
the onset sea ice formation and all through the growing phase. Such measurement can
hardly been carried out in the field.

Air-‐ice CO2 fluxes measurements over freezing seawater carried out with an automated chamber
during freezing (left) and after the ice had formed to provide solid platform for the chambers
(right)



Preliminary results

Ice thickness measurements and ice sampling started the 7th of June (day 7) and lasted
until the 21st of June (day 22). Ice thickness continually grew from 5cm to 21cm (Figure
1).

Figure 1 Ice thickness evolution during the experiment

In the figures shown below, “R” refers to the tanks filled with a mixture between
seawater and DOC-‐rich river water, while “NS” or “NSW” refer to the tanks filled with
seawater only. Freezing starts at sampling day 0

Sea ice physical properties

Figure 2 compares the evolution of physical properties of the ice cores extracted from
NSW tanks with those extracted from R tanks. There are no significant differences
between both physical data sets (NSW versus R). This is expected as we proceeded to
water mixing so that waters in R-‐tanks and NSW-‐tanks have similar salinities. This is
important for further pCO2 analyses because difference between NSW and R-‐tanks will
then be solely due their difference in DOC content
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Figure 2 Comparison of the physical properties of the ice cores extracted from NSW-‐ and R tanks. From the
top to the bottom: temperature, bulk ice salinity, brine volume fraction, brine salinity and Rayleigh number.
Italic numbers at the top refer to the sampling day. Dots refer to the sampling depths.

Ice temperature

The temperature data sets can be divided into 3 main stages: (1) An initial ice growth
stage, from Day 1 (31st of May) to Day 5(4th of June), where ice temperature decreased
from the top (about -‐4.5 °C) to the bottom (about -‐1.8 °C, the freezing point of sea water).
(2) An intermediate ice growth stage, from Day 5 to Day 15 (14th of June) where ice



temperature still decreased from the top to the bottom, but surface temperature
decreased to -‐6 °C. (3) During the ice melt stage, from Day 15 to Day 19 (18th of June),
the temperature profiles became more homogeneous; the whole ice cover reached -‐
1.8 °C.

Bulk ice salinity

As for ice temperature, bulk ice salinity also shows distinct features in each of the 3
stages. (1) During initial ice growth, the highest salinities were observed. Desalinisation
process was clearly ongoing as bulk ice salinity decreased from 14 to 9 in the ice interior.
During this stage, the highest salinity was found in the sea ice bottom. (2) Then, during
the intermediate ice growth stage, c-‐shape salinity profiles were observed (hence higher
bulk salinity at the top and the bottom than in the ice interior). Salinity in the ice interior
indeed decreased from 9 to 5, while surface salinity reached values up to 13. (3) As the
ice temperature increased from Day 15, salinity decreased at the ice surface and the ice
bottom.

Brine volume fraction

Brine volume fraction is a proxy for sea ice permeability. Sea ice is assumed to be
permeable for fluid once the brine volume fraction exceeds 5 %. It thus appears on
Figure 5 that sea ice was permeable during the whole experiment, and that the highest
brine volume fractions were always found at the bottom of the ice. On vertical profiles,
brine volume fraction during initial ice growth and ice melt were higher than during the
intermediate ice growth stage.

Brine salinity

Brine salinity is a linear function of sea ice temperature. Therefore, the profiles of brine
salinity are similar to those of ice temperature. Where ice temperature increased, brine
salinity decreased and vice versa. During the initial ice growth stage, brine salinity
decreased from the top to the bottom. Surface brine salinity increased from ca. 60 to 100
during the intermediate ice growth stage. From Day 15, as isothermal profiles set in,
brine salinity dropped to 30 (which was lower than the salinity under-‐ice water, 36).

Rayleigh number

Rayleigh number (Ra) is an indicator of brine convection (or overturning) within the ice.
When the brine density profile (a function of brine salinity profile) is unstable, it would
tend to be stable through convection. Convection will occur when ice is permeable
enough and when brine salinity is unstable enough to overcome the thermal dissipation.
Ice permeability is a function of brine volume fraction, and thermal dissipation describes



the lost of kinetic energy as brine moves downwards. Ra takes into account the
parameters outlined above and indicates whether brine convection is possible or not.
Theoretically, convection is likely to occur when Ra is above 1. In addition, when Ra is
higher at the ice surface than at the ice bottom, full-‐depth convection may occur.

Figure 2 shows that the potential of convection decreased through the whole
experiment. Ra ranging between 2 to 3.5 during the initial ice growth suggests active
brine convection throughout the ice cover. As sea ice grew, Ra decreased, which means
that brine convection was less important. During the ice melt stage, Ra was less than 1,
which indicates that convection was no more possible. This is reasonable because brine
salinity was lower than seawater salinity (see previous section); stable brine density
does not induce convection.

The information on ice permeability and brine convection is important, as they imply
CO2 exchanges between ice and the atmosphere and/or seawater.

CO2 fluxes

Briefly, when the pCO2 of the ice and that of the air is not the same, exchanges will occur
in order to reach equilibrium. If the pCO2 of the ice is higher than that in the air, there
will be a transfer of CO2 from the ice to the air, and the automated chamber will record a
positive flux. If the pCO2 of the ice is lower than that in the air, there will be a transfer of
CO2 from the air to the ice, and the automated chamber will record a negative flux.

Figure 3 Comparison of pCO2 fluxes with the temperature and pCO2 in the air during the ice
growth period. Cyan rectangles highlight the working hours.



Figure 3 shows an example of CO2 fluxes measured by the automated chamber
placed on the tank NSW10, during the ice growth period (black curve). First, it should be
noticed that the fluxes are generally positive. This means that sea ice was permeable (as
shown by the brine volume fractions) and that it released CO2 to the air while it was
growing.

Second, the black curve shows larger fluctuations during the workdays than
during the weekend. A closer look reveals that the pCO2 fluxes decreased during the
working hours (cyan rectangles). In our sense, this suggests that we modified the
surrounding conditions as we worked over the tanks. The most obvious modifications
that we may have brought to the experimental system are the temperature and pCO2 in
the air. Indeed, we warmed up the system and breathed as we worked in the cold room.
We therefore plotted the temperature and pCO2 changes in the air over the same period.
Both parameters obviously show an opposite trend to the evolution of CO2 fluxes.
Assuming that sea ice has higher pCO2 in comparison to the air above and that it was
releasing CO2 to the air:

(1) An increase of air temperature could warm up the ice and lead to brine dilution. This
could result in pCO2 decrease within the ice. Since the difference of pCO2between the ice
and the air decreases, the CO2 fluxes drop.
(2) In the same situation, an increase of pCO2 in the air will also reduce the difference of
pCO2between the ice and the air, resulting in a decrease of the CO2 fluxes.

We believe that these imperfections (modification of the temperature and the
pCO2 in the air) are inherent to this experimental study and cannot be avoided. However,
we also believe that we still could determine the main driver of the changes of CO2 fluxes
based on the observations made during the weekend. We will work on that in the
coming months.

Despite the daily variations in the recorded CO2 fluxes, the general trend of CO2
remains obvious (Figure 4). Ice freezing started the 31st of May and ice melting ended
the 15th of June. It appears that sea ice was permeable during the whole sampling period.
Indeed, CO2 fluxes are either positive or negative, but never nil. Upward CO2 fluxes were
recorded during the whole ice growth period. Ice formed from DOC-‐rich seawater (R10)
seems to reject more CO2 at the beginning of the freezing (especially the 5th of June) as
compared to NSW10. However, the difference between the recorded CO2 fluxes
decreased as the ice growth progresses.

pCO2 measurements in sea ice are ongoing, and we will further investigate on the
relationship between CO2 fluxes, pCO2 in sea ice and sea ice permeability in the coming
months.



Figure 4 CO2 fluxes during freezing, over the tanks NSW10, R10 and NS11. The fluxes for NSW-‐extra
bag were measured while the experimental waters were cooling before a stable ice cover had
formed

Bacterial abundance/ cell properties

Total abundance of bacteria cells, abundance of High nucleic acid (HNA)-‐ and low
nucleic acid (LNA) containing cells and properties of HNA and LNA populations were
recorded from bivariate plots of right-‐angle light scatter (SSC) and green fluorescence.
Total bacterial abundance was highest in brines and lowest in ice (Fig 5). There were no
overall discernible differences in abundance across treatment but cell population
properties exhibited treatment-‐specific patterns (fig 6). In under-‐ice water temporal
development of ice bacterial abundance indicated growth until day 12-‐14 and then
decreasing cell numbers towards the experiment end. In bottom ice, initial high
numbers first decreased possibly pointing to adaptation and community change and
then increased until day 12-‐14 as in under-‐ice water. Overall ice total bacterial
abundance was highest in bottom ice layers (fig 7) and lowest in middle ice layers. HNA
and LNA population abundances were tightly correlated (fig 8) indicating analogous
abundance dynamics in both populations.
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Figure 5: Total bacterial abundance in the three sample types by treatment (river water
addition or North Sea water only).

Figure 6: Right-‐angle light scatter (a proxy for cell properties including cell size) of High-‐
nucleic acid-‐containing (HNA) bacterial population in the three sample types by
treatment (river water addition or North Sea water only).
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Figure 7: temporal development in under-‐ice water bacterial abundance by treatment.
Green line indicates a local Loess estimator with the 95% confidence intervals shown
with grey shading. Note the categorical x-‐axis scale.

Figure 8: temporal development in ice bacterial abundance by treatment and ice layer.
Top ice layer includes the upper two ice sections, bottom layer the two lowermost
sections and middle layer the sections between them. Green line indicates a local Loess
estimator with the 95% confidence interval shown with grey shading. Note the
categorical x-‐axis scale.
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Figure 9: Relationship between High-‐nucleic acid-‐ and Low nucleic-‐acid containing
bacteria in ice by ice layer and treatment. Green line indicates linear fitting with 95%
confidence intervals shown with grey shading.

Bacterial activity/production

Bacterial activity measurements were done during the experiment by using
leucine and thymidine incorporation techniques simultaneously, and for the ice samples
ice crush method was applied. Activity was measured from the experimental water of all
bags in the beginning of the experiment, and from the under ice water at 10 occasions,
each time from two fixed bags (NS+R) and two ice sampling bags. Ice samples were
taken from two bags at each sampling occasion, altogether nine times during the
experiment. Brine was collected for activity measurents three times, during the latter
part of the experiment.

The preliminary results show that bacterial activity was generally highest in
under-‐ice water and lowest in ice samples and the river water addition did not markedly
boost up bacterial activity (figs 10 &11). In the beginning of the experiment in the water
phase the leucine incorporation, indicating biomass build up, was elevated in the river
water bags, but was later subdued to even lower level than in the North Sea water bags
(Fig. 14). Thymidine incorporation, as an indicator of reproduction, increased in the
river water amended bags to a higher level than in the unamended North Sea bags, and
also stayed above until the end of the experiment (Fig. 13). The difference, however, was
not striking.

In the ice sheet both activity measures showed similar trends within the ice
sections, somewhat higher incorporation of both leucine and thymidine in the river
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water bags in every layer. The highest incorporation always in the lowest layer of the ice
column (Figs.16,17).

The ratio between leucine and thymidine incorporation, describing changes in
the physiological state of the cells, fluctuated most in NS water samples and least in
different ice layers in the river water added bags. The overall level was lower in the
water samples throughout the experiment (Figs. 16,17).

Figure 10: Total leucine incorporation (TLI), a proxy of bacterial protein synthesis, in the
three sample types by treatment (river water addition or North Sea water only).
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Figure 11: Total thymidine incorporation (TTI), a proxy of bacterial DNA
synthesis/replication, in the three sample types by treatment (river water addition or
North Sea water only).

Figure 12: Temporal development in under-‐ice water leucine incorporation by treatment.
Red line indicates a local Loess estimator with the 95% confidence intervals shown with
grey shading. Note the categorical x-‐axis scale.

Figure 13: Temporal development in under-‐ice water thymidine incorporation by
treatment. Red line indicates a local Loess estimator with the 95% confidence intervals
shown with grey shading. Note the categorical x-‐axis scale.
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Figure 14: Temporal development in under-‐ice water Leucine:Thymidine incorporation
ratio by treatment. Red line indicates a local Loess estimator with the 95% confidence
intervals shown with grey shading. Note the categorical x-‐axis scale.

Figure 15: Temporal development in ice Leucine: thymidine incorporation ratio by
treatment and ice layer. Top ice layer includes the upper two ice sections, bottom layer
the two lowermost sections and middle layer the sections between them. Red line
indicates a local Loess estimator with the 95% confidence interval shown with grey
shading. Note the categorical x-‐axis scale.
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Figure 16: temporal development in ice Leucine incorporation by treatment and ice layer.
Top ice layer includes the upper two ice sections, bottom layer the two lowermost
sections and middle layer the sections between them. Red line indicates a local Loess
estimator with the 95% confidence interval shown with grey shading. Note the
categorical x-‐axis scale.

Figure 17: Temporal development in ice thymidine incorporation by treatment and ice
layer. Top ice layer includes the upper two ice sections, bottom layer the two lowermost
sections and middle layer the sections between them. Red line indicates a local Loess
estimator with the 95% confidence interval shown with grey shading. Note the
categorical x-‐axis scale.
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During the experiment samples were taken for analyses of viruses. Viruses can
only replicate inside their host organisms and lytic viruses kill their host after
replication. By comparing bacterial number changes and the amount of virus-‐like
particles it is possible to estimate the viral influence on bacterial mortality and maybe
even changes in community composition of bacteria. Viral lysis also release DOMwhich
can increase bacterial activity because part of this DOM lysed from bacterial cells is
assumed to be very labile.

34 bacteria strains were isolated and purified in Zobell-‐media in +4°C and viruses
will be isolated to them from tank experiment sea ice. These viruses and their
interactions with their host bacteria will be studied further. Viruses can be very host-‐
specific so they can have a significant effect on bacterial community composition. By
isolating virus-‐host systems it is possible to study the interactions between bacteria and
viruses and also estimate the viral influence on bacterial community stucture.

A sub experiment from the main mesocosm sampling was designed to look more closely
and the interactions between viruses and bacteria. Two different waters (SW and
SW+RW) was used as a growing media by filtering the waters with tangential flow filter
(100 kDa) to be virus-‐free. The bacteria fraction was collected by filtering with 0,2 μm
filter and most of the viruses were washed away from bacteria fraction with virus-‐free
water. Virus fraction was collected from filtrate. Two different setups were prepared:
one had bacteria fraction and virus-‐free water (50/50) and the other had bacteria
fraction and virus fraction (50/50). Both setups were cultured in both prepared virus-‐
free medias. Subsamples of bacteria and virus-‐like particles were taken every day for
five days. The results of this experiment will give us an estimate of the effect of viruses
to bacterial mortality. From the results it is also probably possible to see how fast is the
infection cycle of sea ice viruses.

Optode data

Oxygen concentration evolution in under-‐ice water was measured throughout the
experiment in four experimental units (two North Sea and two River units) using a
PreSens OXY-‐4-‐Micro optode system. The measurement was done at one-‐minute
interval. The results (Figure 18) indicate steady concentration increase approximately
until hour 200 (day 8), plausibly due to oxygen rejection from the growing ice sheet.
Also, the melting in the end of the experiment led to rapid decrease in oxygen
concentration as oxygen-‐free water from ice crystals was liberated to under-‐ice water.
Lower (than could be expected from CTD salinity data) oxygen concentration between
hours 200 and 350 may be attributed to bacterial respiration.



Figure 18: Temporal evolution of under-‐ice water oxygen concentrations in four
experimental units. The Coloured lines shows a local Loess estimator, each circle
represents an individual measurement point.

CTD data

CTD data was measured from dedicated experimental unit throughout the experiment at
1 Hz using a Valeport miniCTD system. Due to power failure there is a gap in data during
the first 50 hours (figure 19). Salinity and density increased as a function of ice growth
until hour 400 as salt was rejected from the growing ice sheet. Conversely initiation of
melting phase led to salinity and density decrease.



Figure 19: Temporal development in CTD data in a dedicated experimental unit (CTD bag in
optode data). The original data measured at 1Hz has been binned into 1000s bins. X axis values are
running hours from measurement start and correspond to optode data running hours. The depth
variability-‐ i.e. pressure variability is likely caused by pressure changes induced at sampling
events.

Inorganic nutrients, DOM and Coloured dissolved organic matter (CDOM)
measurements

During the experiment nutrients were not limiting the bacterial growth. In the
water phase of the mesocosms nutrients slightly increased. Nitrate and phosphate
increased from 27.8 µmol l-‐1 N and 1.9 µmol l-‐1 P (mean of all 11 mesocosms containing
North Sea water only and of 10 mesocosms where river water was added) to about 33
µmol l-‐1 N and 2.3 µmol l-‐1 P during the 19 days of the experiment. The ice nutrients
were reduced to values of 6-‐8 µmol l-‐1 for nitrate and 0.4 µmol l-‐1 for phosphate during
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ice formation. Silicate was clearly higher in the river water enriched mesocosms due to
the high concentration in the river water added following the same trend as the other
nutrients. The increase in nutrients in the water and the loss of nutrient in the ice were
closely related with salinity. Ammonium was about 2 µmol l-‐1 with only little variations
during the experiment.

The concentrations of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) were almost two times
higher in the mesocosms enriched with river water than in the North Sea water
mesocosms (244 vs. 142 µmol l-‐1). Similar to the nutrient concentrations DOC increased
to about 300 and 180 µmol l-‐1 during the ice formation. In the ice a considerable loss of
DOC was observed. DOC values decreased to about 80 µmol l-‐1 (river water enriched)
and 60 µmol l-‐1 /North Sea water only) at the end of the experiment. The loss of
inorganic and organic compounds during ice formation and the release into the water
phase can be clearly confirmed. Detailed analysis of the ice core sections and
comparison with other parameter will be done.

DOM absorption and fluorescence were measured in water, ice and brine samples.
These provide measurements of how the DOM changes during the experimental period:
During ice formation organic material accumulates in the underlying water. This is very
clear from the measurements of humic-‐like DOM fluorescence (FDOMH) which increased
over time in the water (Figure 20). In order to investigate whether this increase was
caused by ice formation alone, we estimated the change in FDOMH driven by ice
formation (Figure 20, -‐ -‐ -‐). Since salt gets expelled from the water when the ice forms,
salinity can be used as a tracer. The change in salinity over time can be described by a
sigmoidal curve (p < 0.05 and r2 = 0.96 and 0.97 for North Sea water and North Sea
water enriched with river water, respectively):

𝑆𝑎𝑙 𝑡 = 𝑦! +
𝑎

1+ 𝑒!
(!!!!)
!

This fit has been used to calculate the predicted FDOMH indicated in Figure 20:
𝐹𝐷𝑂𝑀!"#$%&'#$ 𝑡 = !"#(!)

!"#(!)
∙ 𝐹𝐷𝑂𝑀(0)

FDOM(0) is calculated as the mean FDOMH of all the bags at the beginning of the
experiment.

Figure 20: Change in humic peak A fluorescence over time in North Sea water (A) and North Sea
water enriched with river water (B). ● represents the measured fluorescence and -‐ -‐ -‐ represents
the predicted fluorescence which is a conservative estimate calculated by changes in salinity (see
text for further explanations).



It is clear from Figure 20, that the increase in FDOMH caused by ice formation was
lower than the measured FDOMH. This suggests that FDOMH is produced by an
additional biological or physical process during the experiment.

The difference between the measured and the predicted FDOMH becomes most
evident from day 0 to day 1, after which only a smaller increase in the difference occurs.
The sudden formation of FDOMH from day 0 to day 1, at the same time as the crystal ice
forms, points to a physical process. Bacteria are known to produce FDOMH while turning
over organic material. However, microbial degradation of organic material is a
continuous process which should not lead to sudden changes in FDOMH. Hence, it seems
more reliable that a physical process related to the ice formation is responsible for the
production of FDOMH. To further investigate this, analyses of bacterial abundance and
production and DOC are needed.

Parallel factor analysis will be used to separate the fluorescence signal into
different fluorescent fractions. From this we will be able to track the changes in amino
acid-‐like and different humic-‐like compounds. The results so far are from the water
below the ice, and further analyses of the ice and brine will be conducted as well. At the
moment, a degradation experiment is running in the laboratory.

Ongoing work
Like any study such as this it is difficult to draw conclusions until all of the analyses of
the large number of samples generated by both phases of investigation are completed.
The nature of biogeochemical work such as this, is that the experimental period in the
enivironmental basin is realy only the start, since most of the parameters under
investigation require chemical and other analyses back in the home laboratories. This
post-‐experimental analytical phase can take more than a year to accomplish, and so the
synthesis of data sets that can be then utilised for publications etc. is typically 1 to 2
years after the experiment has actually taken place. A conservative estimate is that these
will be complete by the end of 2013, although clearly this depends on the funding status
of individual laboratories. However, we have secured funding to support a workshop in
Finland in September 2013 to synthesise results collected to date and discuss a
dissemination strategy for presenting the results.

 



Appendix

Interice 5 diary of events:

N.B. R = river water; NS = north Sea water. For the sampling, the number in code refers to the specific bags sampled on each day.

Date 21
22/
05

23/
05

24/
05

25/
05

26/
05

27/
05

28/
05 29/05/ 30/05

31/0
5

01/0
6

02/0
6

03
/0
6 04/06

05/0
6

06/0
6 07/06

08/
06

09
/0
6
10/0
6

11/0
6 12/06 13/06

14/0
6

15/
06

16/
06

17/
06

18/0
6

19
/0
6
20/0
6

Experiment
day 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Activity Arr. prep prep
Fill
bags

+Nutrient
& RW

Freeze
start

Warm
start

Dep
t.

Air Temp.
(°C) -‐15 -‐15 -‐15 -‐15 -‐15 -‐15 -‐15 -‐15 -‐13 -‐15 -‐15 -‐14 -‐14 -‐2.6 -‐1.7 -‐0.4 -‐1.2 -‐1.0

"Air just
above ice
surface"
Temp (°C) -‐8.2 -‐8.6 -‐8.1 -‐8.3 -‐8 -‐8 -‐7.7 -‐7.5 -‐8.4 -‐8.5 -‐8.1 -‐8.2 -‐3.9 -‐2.7 -‐2.0 -‐2.0 -‐2.0

Sampling
All

waters
R2
NS2

R3
NS3

R6
NS6

R8
NS8

R4
NS4

R7
NS7

R1
NS1

R5
NS5

R9
NS9

R10,
NS10
NS11
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